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BACKGROUNDER 

 
“Transforming Lives Through Education” 

 

 

Developing Minds Foundation is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that builds schools and supports education 
programs in areas affected by poverty and violence. Learning projects are in place at Rio de Janeiro’s urban slum 
favelas and isolated villages within regions of armed conflict in Colombia.  

“Developing Minds Foundation is committed to provide education alternatives transforming the lives of invisible 
children who are abandoned, abused and forgotten living in areas of extreme violence and poverty” said founder 
Philippe Houdard. 
 

 

 Our History 
 

Philippe Houdard, founded Developing Minds Foundation in 2006 to address the horrors in war and violence 
experienced by three generations in his family dating back to World War I. Strategic alliances with in-house 
international organizations have been developed, including Brazilian based Center for Digital Inclusion - 
www.cdi.org.br, and Colombian based Secretos para Contar (www.secretosparacontar.org) and Ciudad Don 
Bosco (www.ciudaddonbosco.org). 
 

 Our Students 
 

Among the Foundation’s projects is a school in Brazil’s capital Rio de Janeiro’s City of God favela, where 700 
children a year will learn to use computer technology and learn to become better citizens.  The Foundation has 
also sponsored the construction of a school for children in the Rocinha favela to focus on basic education and 
computer training. Across town in Dona Marta favela, a sports program teaches children leadership skills, 
discipline and self-confidence while keeping them off of the streets.  

In Colombia a school for war refugees supports child soldiers Desplazados living in Medellin’s Comuna 1, also 
known as Santo Domingo, it helps stabilize children and transition them into public schools.  There is also support 
for several schools in the poorest outskirts of Bogotá that provide Internet access, computer training, as well as 
offer individual scholarships to select students in the neighborhood. The Foundation is also sponsoring a literacy 
program for rural “campesino” children living in conflict zones within the state of Antioquia.  
 

  Education Outreach and Research 
 

Basic education improves literacy for neglected children who are vulnerable to low linguistic comprehension 
levels as well as poor reading and writing skills. Practical vocational skills are offered through computer training 
enabling student’s pursuit of legitimate work opportunities and competition in the workplace.  

Perhaps the most critical component of the program is that Psychological counseling is offered to former child 
soldiers since most children in the program live in violent areas that contribute to Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, 
trauma and other special needs. In addition Sports training programs are offered to teach teamwork and leadership 
skills.  
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 What is Ahead 

 

Developing Minds Foundation is expanding a school in Colombia, April, 2010. By including a computer-library 
component to sponsor its education programs, it will also start a project in Overtown (Miami) Fla. during the last 
quarter of 2010. 
 

 Visit Us 
 

Please get involved at www.developingmindsfoundation.org learn more about Developing Minds Foundation, see 
videos/pictures of our schools and students or make a donation. To receive additional information about our 
mission: 

Developing Minds Foundation 
Philippe Houdard 
934 Michigan Ave, Suite 304 
Miami Beach, FL 33139 
Phone: (305) 205-0595   
Website: www.developingmindsfoundation.org  
E-mail: info@developingmindsfoundation.org 

 



 
NEWS RELEASE  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
May 3, 2010  

 

 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: 
 

Philippe Houdard, Founder 
Phone: (305) 205-0595 
Fax: (305) 428-2450 
E-mail:phoudard@developingmindsfoundation.org

 
New Library and Computer Center Project in Colombia  

Developing Minds Foundation expands former Child Soldiers program 

MIAMI – Non-profit organization Developing Minds Foundation, announced phase two of a school expansion project to 

advance former child soldier literacy education programs in Antioquia, Colombia. The construction of a computer center 

and library is in progress since April with a scheduled completion date of June 30. Facilities will improve education 

programs tailored to children who escape paramilitary forces and the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC).  

Since 2007, founder Philippe Houdard has built seven Developing Minds Foundation schools in Colombia. He 

says, “Essentially the objective is to transform the lives of children who live amid violence and poverty.  The vast 

majority only receives education up to first grade.” Houdard and his team travel to remote agricultural communities, 

sometimes by foot, to deliver books to families and implement education programs. Houdard says, “The computer center 

and library will offer alternatives so child soldiers can break away from illegal armed groups and choose to become better 

members of society instead.”  

Human Rights Watch claims children recruited by the (FARC) and paramilitary forces in Colombia are as young 

as 7 with little or no education, who expect to earn money by becoming recruits. Once enlisted some children are assigned 

to entry level jobs as cooks, guards and spies while some less fortunate girls are sexually assaulted and boys are used for 

suicide missions, killings and capturing of enemy soldiers. In reality most child soldiers do not get paid and are forced to 

stay in illegal armed groups based on fear that death will come to their relatives if they escape. 

Educational programs and materials offered to former child soldiers who escape the FARC and paramilitary 

forces are carefully selected, developed and revised by project coordinators who work closely with the local school 

system. The series of Developing Minds Foundation educational programs offer psychological counseling, retreats led by 

spiritual leaders, computer skills training together with educational incentives; in addition, children can live in a protected 

safe farmhouse retreat until age 18. 

To date Developing Minds Foundation has helped over 10,000 “campesino” children and family members 

through their education projects held in seven areas of Colombia including: Cañasgordas, San Jose de la Montaña, San 

Pedro de los Milagros Urabá, Uramita, Southern Bogotá and Soacha.  

### 



 Developing Minds Foundation is a Miami, Fla-based 501 (c)(3) not-for-profit that builds schools and sponsors educational 
programs in impoverished, deeply troubled and frequently violent areas of the world.  The Foundation’s model is to partner with 
successful and proven organizations in the local communities to initiate education programs intended to break the cycle of poverty, 
hopelessness and violence.  For information please visit www.developingmindsfoundation.org   
 

http://www.developingmindsfoundation.org/�


 
 

 

Contact: Tatiana Montenegro, Public Relations 
    Cell: (786) 281-4352 

E-mail: t.montenegro@umiami.edu 
    Date: April. 1, 2010

TALENT SOLIDARITY EVENT  
Proceeds benefit Developing Minds Foundation  

 
WHO:  Parents, children, school teachers, business leaders and more than 50 

expected guests celebrate Talent Day, all proceeds benefit Developing 
Minds Foundation. 

 
 
WHAT: Explore group and individual talents of children and adults on this 

theatrical production. Participants will dance, sing, recite poems, play 
instruments and much more. Performances are five minutes each and 
auditions determine the final competitors to present the day of the show. 

 
 
WHEN: Thursday, April. 29, 2010 

 9:15 a.m. to noon.  
 
 
WHERE: Immaculate Conception School  

Cafeteria 
12 W. 45th St. 
Miami, FL 33012  
 
 

WHY: Encourage children to fulfill their dreams and display their talents to the 
supportive crowd for a worthy cause.  

 
 
TICKETS: There is no charge for attending the event. However, donations to 

Developing Minds Foundation are encouraged.  Bring your identification or 
driver’s license to enter the school.  

  
 
PARKING: Parking lot is available at no cost.  

12 W. 45th St. Miami, Fla. 
 
 

# # # 
 

**Editor’s Note** Media interested in covering the event must contact Ines:(305) 358-1640 x109 by: April. 16, 2010 



	  

Parrot Jungle Island: 1111 Parrot Jungle Trail. Miami, FL 33132 
Office: (305) 358-1640 x109 

 
NEWS RELEASE  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Feb 2, 2010  

 
 

 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: 

Tatiana Montenegro, Public Relations 
Office: (917) 281-4352 
 Mobile: (786) 281-4352 
Fax: (917)281-4353  
E-mail: t.montenergo@umiami.edu

 

Super Bowl XLIV revenue increases donations made to Haiti: 
The NFL and Switchboard of Miami make contributions through 

 event proceeds and donations
 

MIAMI – As Miami hosts Super Bowl XLIV the influx of tourism is estimated to generate more than 
$195 million in South Florida direct spending. The NFL and Switchboard of Miami are taking 
advantage of this opportunity by finding creative ways to increase awareness and raise funds to aid 
victims in Haiti. 

“We experienced increased crisis calls from Haitian South Florida residents and immediately 
increased the recruitment of social counseling volunteers who speak Creole. Donating part of the 
proceeds from the Super Bowl event Super Fiesta on the Island is the right thing to do.” said CEO of 
Switchboard of Miami Catherine Penrod. 

Switchboard of Miami is a non-profit 24-hour suicide prevention hotline that offers counseling 
services to distressed callers; their Helpline Monthly Report indicated an average of 14,198 calls 
received a month; this number increased 55 percent after the earthquake. 

The NFL raised over $2 million dollars for the American Red Cross and actively promotes 
donation on their website, technology is also allowing participants to donate from their cell phone. 
“There will be in-stadium video board and PA messages, in all four stadiums hosting games this 
weekend, promoting the Red Cross text-to-give program” said the Public Affairs representative for the 
American Red Cross.  
 

-more- 
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Through these efforts organizations are able to show their support for Haiti during this time of 

grief, as well as host Super Bowl XLIV celebrative events.  Florida is among the top five states being 

hit the hardest by the recession, according to NPR, the surge of revenue and national attention will 

positively impact South Florida. 

 

 Our mission is to connect people in need with community resources, strengthen and preserve families, 

and develop and provide services where none exist. 

 

### 

 

Media contact: Tatiana Montenegro, Public Relations. Mobile: (786) 281-4352  

 



 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

 
Contact: Tatiana Montenegro, Public Relations 

    Cell: (786) 281-4352 
E-mail: t.montenegro@umiami.edu 

     Date: Jan. 25, 2010 

 

 

 

SUPER FIESTA ON THE ISLAND MEDIA ADVISORY 

Beat the drum with Switchboard of Miami as they host Super Fiesta at Parrot Jungle 
Island  

 
WHO:  Willy Chirino, celebrities, athletes, business leaders and 1,000 expected 

guests celebrate the Super Bowl in the magic city with Latin flavor. 
Proceeds benefit victims in Haiti, Switchboard of Miami and its partners. 

 
 
WHAT: Super Fiesta on the Island welcomes football fans to have a ball, as Miami 

hosts Super Bowl XLIV. Savor Spanish cuisine, live entertainment, drinks 
and more during this personality-filled event. 

 
 
WHEN: Thursday, Feb. 4, 2010, at 8 p.m. through Friday, Feb. 5, 2010, at 

Midnight, or until the music stops. 
 
 
WHERE: Parrot Jungle Island 

1111 Parrot Jungle Trail  
Miami, Florida. 33132 
 
 

WHY: Hot Miami crowd inside exotic Parrot Jungle Island gardens. Attractions 
include: a silent auction raffle for two Super Bowl XLIV tickets, exotic 
animals, live music, gourmet food, open bar, A-list celebrities, athletes and 
more.  

 
 
TICKETS: Tickets for Super Fiesta on the Island are available on the web at Pre-sale 

pricing through www.wantickets.com or at the door the day of the event.  
  Prices: $250 per person pre-sale  
    $300 per person at the door 
 
 
PARKING: Garage parking is available at $7 per car.  

Parrot Jungle Island: 1111 Parrot Jungle Trail. Miami, FL  

# # # 

**Editor’s Note** Media interested in covering the event must contact Rita Sadler at: 
(305) 358-1640 x109 by: Feb. 1, 2010 
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The life and works of the New York city correspondent 
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Meyer	Berger:	Chronology	
1898	born,	Sept	1,	New	York,	New	York	

1906	began	selling	newspapers	at	8	years	old	
												poverty	forced	him	to	drop	out	of	Brooklyn	high	school	
												newspaper	messenger,	head	office	boy	

	
1928	the	Times	hired	him	as	chief	re‐write	for	news	section	in	Brooklyn‐	Queens	

1932	sixteen	stories	about	Al‐Capone’s	tax	evasion	were	nominated	for	a	Pulitzer	Prize	of	
	 literature	

1937‐1938	left	the	Times	and	wrote	for	the	New	Yorker	

1939	to	1940	created	the	three	times	a	week	column	“about	New	York”	for	the	Times	 				
1953	to	Present		

1939/1942	‐	wrote/published	book	“The	Eight	Million,”	collection	of	events	from	his	daily	
	 column	“the	world’s	fair”	

1940	wrote	the	detailed	events	surrounding	the	death	of	mobster	Abe	Reles	and	his	fall	
	 from	a	hotel	in	Coney	Island	

	1943	along	with	Reverend	James	Keller	wrote	“Men	of	Maryknoll”		

1945	toured	North	Africa	and	Europe	as	end	of	war	correspondent	

1947	wrote	about	the	first	solder	to	return	in	coffin	from	WWII	for	the	Times	

1950	won	Pulitzer	Prize	of	literature	for	writing	the	unedited	4000	word	story	about	the	
	 massive	killings	of	Howard	Unruh	

1950	“Growth	of	an	ideal,	1850	‐1950;	the	story	of	the	Manhattan	Savings	Bank”	is	
	 published	

1951	“The	Story	of	the	New	York	Times,	1851	–	1951”	is	published	

1956	“New	York	City	on	many	waters”	is	published	

1959	died,	February	8,	New	York,	New	York	

1959	May	9,	school	announces	literary	prize	as	memorial	to	Meyer	Berger	

1960	“Meyer	Berger’s	New	York”	is	published	
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Meyer	Berger:	Biography	
	

Born	Sept,	1st	1898	Meyer	Berger	dedicated	over	thirty	years	of	his	 life	to	writing	human	

interest	stories;	similar	to	an	urban	legend	of	love	at	first	sight,	Berger’s	literary	love	affair	

with	New	York	City	started	on	the	street	at	eight	years	old	as	a	news‐paper	salesman.		As	

Berger	grew	so	did	his	ambition,	poverty	forced	him	out	of	Brooklyn	High	into	the	shoes	of	

newspaper	messenger,	and	head	office	boy.	

	 When	he	was	30	during	1928	he	was	hired	by	The	New	York	Times	as	a	chief	re‐

write	for	the	Brooklyn‐Queens	news	section;	his	insatiable	curiosity	allowed	him	to	report	

detailed	 activity	 among	 notorious	 mobsters,	 gangsters,	 and	 drunks	 together	 with	 the	

sensibility	to	cover	city	parades.	By	the	time	he	was	34	his	sixteen	stories	about	Al	Capone	

(Scarface)	and	tax	evasion	earned	him	a	nomination	for	the	Pulitzer	Prize	in	1932.		

At	age	40	in	1937	Berger	left	the	Times	and	joined	The	New	Yorker,	the	experience	

was	 short	 lived	 and	 in	 1939	 he	 started	 his	 most	 famous	 column	 to	 date	 for	 the	 Times	

“about	 New	 York.”	 	 During	 the	 same	 time	 the	 book	 The	 Eight	Million	was	 written	 and	

published	by	1942	as	recollection	of	his	daily	column	“the	world’s	fair.”	In	1943	at	45	along	

with	reverend	James	Keller	he	wrote	the	religious	book	Men	of	Maryknoll.			

During	his	late	40’s	Berger	realized	a	personal	dream	to	attend	the	war;	at	nineteen	

he	was	denied	 to	 enlist	 the	 service	due	 to	bad	 eyesight	 in	1917.	 	 In	1945	Berger	 toured	

North	Africa	 and	Europe	 as	 an	 end	 of	WWII	 correspondent;	 and	wrote	 a	masterpiece	 in	

1947	about	the	first	solder	to	return	in	a	coffin	from	WWII.	
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At	52	his	efforts	gave	him	recognition	by	winning	the	Pulitzer	Prize	of	literature	for	writing	

the	unedited	4000	word	story	of	the	massive	killings	of	Howard	Unruh	in	1950;	that	same	

year	he	published		Growth	of	an	ideal,	1850	‐1950;	the	story	of	the	Manhattan	Savings	Bank	.	

And	the	following	year	published	The	Story	of	the	New	York	Times,	1851	–	1951.	

	 His	late	50’s	consisted	of	publishing	New	York	City	on	many	waters	in	1956,	and	

writing	Meyer	Berger’s	New	York	published	in	1960.		Berger	still	wrote	for	the	Times	and	

built	his	popularity	from	understanding	the	general	taxi	drivers,	veterans	and	motorist	that	

followed	his	love	affair	with	New	York	City.	His	writing	was	detailed	enough	to	illustrate	

the	noise	of	the	taxi	cabs;	and	the	emotional	energy	experienced	by	the	characters	within	

the	story,	similar	to	a	soap‐opera	full	of	events.	

Berger’s	life	came	to	an	end	after	he	suffered	a	stroke	in	his	home	February	4,	1959;	

he	was	in	a	coma	for	four	days	from	which	he	never	recovered	and	died	February	8,	1959.	

His	legacy	remains	alive;	on	May	9,	1959	a	literary	prize	memorial	was	announced	to	

Meyer	Berger	for	future	journalist	to	follow	his	lead.		Meyer	Berger	serves	as	a	role	model	

to	Journalists	as	the	man	who	typed	ferociously	on	the	type	writer	similar	to	Mozart	

without	editing	his	best	work.	

	As	consequence	of	his	influence	his	daughter	Mae	Berger	wrote	a	book	of	his	

endless	passion	with	the	big	apple	titled	Meyer Berger's New York A Great Reporter's Record Of His 

Love Affair With A City. And  Elizabeth Wenning wrote his biography available online on December 16, 

2007 titled. Biography ‐ Berger, Meyer (1898‐1959): An article from Contemporary Authors Online. The 

impact  the once newspaper‐salesman  had drawing city events connected him enough to dedicate his 

life to writing about the same place, this energy is still alive as some describe New York  to be “the 

center of the universe”.  
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Tatiana Montenegro 
Code of Ethics, page 1 of 2 

 
Preamble 

As a University of Miami graduate my professional values will focus on serving the 
public by representing future clients in a truthful, transparent manner with the outmost 
professional integrity.  

When dealing with international publics who share different cultures and beliefs I will be 
sensitive to their customs by researching positive methods of communication suitable to 
their traditions.  

Advocacy 

The public will be communicated about the services and efforts my client promotes in a 
professional accurate manner. I bow to make certain that news releases and promotional 
materials are written accurately without misrepresentation. 

Honesty 

As a professional research will be essential to accurately represent the image of my future 
clients clearly, all possible information will be verified before being submitted to the 
media or possible consumers.  

Content obtained through photos and video will reflect the reality of the goods and 
services provided by the client since I feel responsible to depict the client accurately.  

Expertise 

As a professional I will constantly engage in education, professional development and 
research to find efficient ways to solve problems. Methods will include evaluating case 
scenarios from other companies when dealing with damage control situations by learning 
through hindsight, conducting primary and secondary research as well as critically 
analyzing positive scenarios used by other companies and the reasons behind their 
success. 

Independence 

As a professional I am accountable for my actions knowing to avoid conflicts of interest 
and special interest groups. My operations in the business world will not be influenced 
through financial gain since I value my reputation and credibility as a voice in the 
marketplace of ideas.  

Loyalty 

As a professional I will be faithful to the clients represented once contracts are in place, 
understanding that rival companies might be unwise to pursue and become conflict of 
interest.  



Code of Ethics, page 2 
Fairness 

As a professional I will represent all future clients using the same effort avoiding 
stereotypes by race, gender, age, religion, ethnicity, geography, sexual orientation, 
disability, physical appearance or social status. 
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